
Robotiq
Palletizing Solutions



Today’s manufacturers
want to automate manual tasks 
with robots.



Manual palletizing

Ergonomy: Repetitive strenuous
tasks lead to injuries.

Time: Manually building a pallet is
time consuming.

Human potential: People are better
assigned to value-added tasks.

Labor shortage: Felt around the 
globe.



But, getting robots 

up and running

is complex.



Centralized system
and industrial robots

Flexibility
Not flexible

Space
Work floor layout reconfiguration is 
often needed.

Changeover time
Programming is time-consuming.

Expertise
Long lead time
Outsourcing is required for 
programing and changeovers.



Robots should

simplify your life, 

not make it more 

complicated.



Working with manufacturers globally, we understand the 

challenges of maintaining quality, delivery time, and cost

amidst the labor shortage.

NOW
HIRING



PLUG & PLAY
COMPONENTS

APPLICATION
KITS

APPLICATION
SOLUTIONS

Since 2008, Robotiq has pursued its mission of freeing human hands 

from repetitive tasks enabling more than 13,000 collaborative robots, 

worldwide.



PLUG & PLAY
COMPONENTS

APPLICATION
KITS

APPLICATION
SOLUTIONS

From SMEs to multinational companies, we're helping manufacturers

simplify their processes with easy-to-use automation solutions.



Automation is
easier than you think
when you have a plan.



DESIGN

INTEGRATE

OPERATE



Start with our online Configurator that sets clear

expectations from the start.

DESIGN

Validate your KPIs

Validate throughput

with your own data!



The Configurator will help you chose the appropriate

solution for your application.

DESIGN



DESIGN

Proof of concept

If needed, we’ll test the 

critical elements of your 

solution to make sure it 

works before you commit 

to a purchase.



DESIGN

INTEGRATE

OPERATE



Hardware and software is already connected and ready 
to install.

Compatibility and communication between 
components is assured.

Save weeks of integration, instead, start palletizing 
within a day!

INTEGRATE



Cobot base

Robotiq controler
Material Handling Copilot

AirPick* 
Extra reach bracket

Integrated pallet
sensors

Fully integrated
vertical axis

Tower lights

*AirPick is optional, cobot not included



Teach pendant stand with
internal cable routing

Tower lights

Operator
box

Cobot base

Integrated pallet
sensors

Manually adjustable
pedestal

Robotiq controler
Material Handling Copilot

AirPick*
Extra reach bracket

*AirPick is optional, cobot not included



Material Handling Copilot does the 

hard work for you.

It automatically generates and 

optimizes all trajectories and robot 

movements.

INTEGRATE



INTEGRATE

Set-up your application 
In 3 easy steps



INTEGRATE

Enter box dimensions, 
payload and orientation.

Set grip position.



INTEGRATE

Enter pallet dimensions.

Set active pallet(s).



INTEGRATE

Create your pallet
patterns.



DESIGN

INTEGRATE

OPERATE



OPERATE

Start your program, and Copilot
will automatically generate and 
optimize the motions.

Elevate your workforce with easy
to use robot solutions that do 
the work for you.



START 
PRODUCTION
FASTER



START 
PALLETIZING
FASTER

START YOUR 
PROJECT



INTEGRATE
Ready for third-party safety sensors, such as:

- Safety interlocks*

- Light curtains*

- Area scanners*

Risk assessment awareness provided to end users:

- eLearning safety lesson

- Safety section in instruction manual

The end user or integrator is responsible for a safe

implementation and risk assessment.

*Devices not included



WHAT’S IN THE BOX?
AX Series PE Series

Robotiq base

Fully integrated vertical axis

Pallet sensors

Tower lights

Teach pendant support

Robotiq base

Manually adjustable pedestal

Pallet sensors

Teach pendant stand

Operator Box

Tower lights

Vacuum Gripper (optional)

AirPick gripper or custom designed gripper

Extra-reach bracket

Application Software

Material Handling Copilot

Accessories

Box sensor, Anchor kit, Cable management system



*Depends on box weight, dimensions, surface, pallet dimensions, and layouts, make sure to reach out our integration
coaches to help you with your application

AX Series PE Series

Max payload including EOAT
Up to 16 kg*
Up to 36 lb*

Max box throughput Up to 13 boxes/min*

Min box dimensions
50 x 50 x 50 mm

2 x 2 x 2 in.

Pallet dimensions All ISO standard pallets

Min pallet height (empty)
50 mm

2 in.

Max pallet height (filled)
Up to 2750 mm

Up to 108 in.
Up to 1500 mm

Up to 59 in.

Number of box patterns/pallet Two

SPECIFICATIONS



THEY TRUST ROBOTIQ


